Minimising systematic error surfaces in digital elevation models using oblique convergent imagery
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Abstract

There are increasing opportunities to use consumer grade digital cameras, particularly if accurate spatial data can be captured. Research recently conducted at Loughborough University, identified residual systematic error surfaces or domes, discernable in digital elevation models (DEMs). These systematic effects are often associated with such cameras and caused by slightly inaccurate estimated lens distortion parameters. Additionally, a methodology that minimises the systematic error surfaces was developed, which uses a mildly convergent image configuration in a vertical perspective (Wackrow and Chandler, 2008). This methodology was tested through simulation and a series of practical tests. This paper investigates the potential of the convergent configuration to minimise the error surfaces, even if the geometrically more complex oblique perspective is used. Initially, simulated data are used to demonstrate that an oblique convergent image configuration can minimise remaining systematic error surfaces using various imaging angles. Additionally, practical tests using a laboratory testfield were conducted to verify results of the simulation. The need to develop a system to measure the topographic surface of a flooding river provided the opportunity to verify the findings of the simulation and laboratory test using real data. Results of the simulation process, laboratory test and the practical test are reported in this paper and demonstrate that an oblique convergent image configuration eradicates the systematic error surfaces due to inaccurate lens distortion parameters. This approach is significant because by removing the need for an accurate lens model it effectively improves the accuracies of digital surface representations derived using consumer-grade digital cameras. Carefully selected image configurations could therefore provide new opportunities for improving the quality of photogrammetrically acquired data.
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INTRODUCTION

Deriving accurate spatial data from a series of non-metric images is particularly important since consumer-grade digital cameras are becoming increasingly used for various spatial measurement applications. This includes areas ranging from: water engineering, heritage documentation and the earth sciences e.g. (Chandler et al., 2008; Remondino and Menna, 2008; Robson et al., 2008; Remondino et al., 2010). However, remaining systematic error surfaces or domes, discernable in digital elevation models (DEMs) of difference have been identified in past research (Hothmer, 1958, 1959; Fryer and Mitchell, 1987; Stojic et al., 1998; Chandler et al., 2003, 2005; Wackrow et al., 2007; Wackrow and Chandler, 2008). These remaining systematic effects can degrade accuracy in the object space, achievable with non-metric digital cameras.

The quality of derived spatial data can be defined as a function of precision, accuracy and reliability with respect to random, systematic and gross errors respectively (Cooper and Cross, 1988). The accuracy of data is the most significant for most users and is closely related to the eradication of systematic effects, but these are more difficult to detect and eradicate than random and gross errors. Calibrating instruments, for example consumer-grade digital cameras, can assist in minimising systematic effects, but accounting explicitly for all can be difficult because of high correlation between calibration parameters (Granshaw, 1980; Fraser, 1997; Maas, 1999). These difficulties justify seeking an alternative approach to minimise such systematic effects.

The use and importance of highly convergent image configuration networks is frequently reported in the literature but normally for camera calibration (e.g. Fraser, 2006; Remondino and Fraser, 2006). The use of convergent imagery for routine measurement such as DEM extraction is less frequently described. Accuracies in object-space coordinates for four non-metric cameras and a metric camera using convergent imagery were investigated by Karara and Abdel-Aziz (1974). Somewhat surprisingly, Karara and Abdel-Aziz (1974) concluded that the normal case is the most desirable configuration or the convergent angle should be kept as small as possible. In the field of medical science, Grenness et al. (2005) described an approach using convergent stereopairs and a semi-metric camera for modelling tooth replicas. An association between increasing the convergence angle of stereo-pairs and increasing precision is not suggested by Grenness et al. (2005). However, research recently conducted at Loughborough University demonstrated that using mildly vertical convergent imagery for DEM generation, minimises remaining systematic error surfaces or domes caused by slightly inaccurately estimated lens distortion parameters (Wackrow and Chandler, 2008). In a series of tests this study demonstrated that adopting such a configuration, provides an effective way of improving the accuracy achievable with consumer-grade digital cameras.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether similar benefits arise if an oblique configuration has to be adopted. This can increase the flexibility of the methodology described in Wackrow and Chandler (2008) since oblique image configurations are often desirable in close range photogrammetry applications. The methodology, developed to measure a dynamic water surface using an oblique
convergent image configuration is introduced (Wackrow et al., 2008), followed by simulated and experimental results. The paper then concludes with a discussion and brief summary.

**MEASURING A DYNAMIC WATER SURFACE USING OBLIQUE CONVERGENT IMAGE PAIRS**

In Wackrow and Chandler (2008), only vertical imagery and comparatively flat test objects had been used for simulations and practical tests. This was to investigate the potential of a convergent image configuration to minimise systematic error surfaces in DEMs created by an inaccurate lens model. A small river, situated in Loughborough, was selected as a study site to support the development of a technique to measure the topographic surface of a flooding river in Farnham, Surrey (Chandler et al., 2008). Visiting the study site at the river in Loughborough revealed that oblique image pairs would have to be used to measure the water surface. This provided the necessity and perhaps the opportunity to investigate whether a convergent image configuration can minimise the domes arising from an inaccurate lens model, even if the geometrically more complex oblique perspective is adopted.

**Simulating an oblique image configuration**

The systematic error surfaces created by an inaccurate lens model were investigated in Wackrow and Chandler (2008) using simulated data. This simulation process has proven to be an alternative and more productive approach to the use of real data because it overcomes the variability and uncertainties associated with conducting field work. The simulation allows full independent manipulation of parameters allowing true controls to be identified.

The flat and planar virtual testfield (Wackrow and Chandler, 2008) was used again to provide evenly distributed X, Y, Z coordinates of hundreds of object points representing the true geometry of the testfield. A set of predefined interior and two sets of exterior orientation parameters describing an image pair were used in the simulation. This represents either an oblique normal or oblique convergent image configuration (Figure 1) and perfect photo coordinates for the X, Y, Z coordinates of the virtual testfield were computed. Various image configurations with an imaging angle between 60 and 20 degrees were tested. Such configurations also create a significant depth in the object, contrary to the vertical image configurations tested in Wackrow and Chandler (2008). The parameter $K_1$ describing the radial lens distortion was changed by 20% to illustrate the effect of a significantly inaccurate lens model and to demonstrate forcibly the capability of the oblique convergent configuration to compensate for these effects. Although selection of a 20% change was arbitrary, a change of such magnitude could be envisaged if the zoom setting was inadvertently changed. It was also a value which would allow clear indication of the impact of such a systematic error. The other interior orientation parameters remained unmodified. The derived photo coordinates, the modified interior orientation and the exterior orientation were then re-established using the external bundle adjustment GAP (Chandler and...
Clark, 1992) to compute object coordinates. These derived object coordinates therefore reflect the impact of changing the radial distortion parameter $K_1$ and were compared with the true geometry of the virtual testfield using a MATLAB routine. The results derived from this simulation are presented in the Results and Discussion section entitled “Simulation”.

Figure 1. Camera configurations - oblique normal and convergent case

**Practical test using a laboratory testfield**

A 3D laboratory testfield was used to verify the results of the simulation process which was introduced in the previous section. The testfield was initially constructed for camera calibration purposes at close range. However, this test object provides also the opportunity to derive thousands of independent check points to allow the accuracy in the object space to be determined with sufficient statistical reliability (Chandler et al. 2005; Wackrow et al. 2007; Wackrow and Chandler 2008; Wackrow 2008). The testfield consists of a medium density fibreboard with added square blocks of various shape and heights. Additionally, 28 photogrammetric target points coordinated to sub-millimetre accuracy using theodolite intersection were used for image restitution and also used to create a digital elevation model (DEM) at 1mm resolution which represents the true geometry and shape of the test object, known as the "Truth DEM". The "Truth DEM" could be compared with automatically extracted DEM's by subtraction and interpolation which provided elevation differences for thousands of points. Using these elevation differences, mean error and standard deviation of error of DEM's of differences can be extracted and the achieved accuracy in the object space could be quantified. Results of these practical tests are presented in the Result and Discussion section entitled "Laboratory testfield".

**Practical test measuring a dynamic water surface**

A small river situated in Loughborough was used to conduct a simple and direct practical test to measure a dynamic water surface using a photogrammetric approach. The river was approximately 4 m wide and 0.3 to 0.4 m in depth under normal fluvial conditions. Temporary photogrammetric target points were
distributed along the river banks to provide conventional photogrammetric control (Figure 2). These were coordinated using a reflectorless Total Station (Leica TCR 1203).

Evaluating the accuracy of derived data representing a dynamic water surface was identified as a particular challenge. Analysis of the residuals of the control points can be used as a first indication of accuracy of the network restitution, but is not independent because these points were used to compute the solution of the network. The dynamic nature of the water surface prevented the use of DEM of differences, which had been successfully employed to assess accuracy in the object space prior (Chandler et al., 2005; Wackrow et al., 2007; Wackrow and Chandler, 2008). However, using independent check point data was considered to be essential. Unfortunately, it was difficult to distribute a suitable number of check points close to the water surface of the running river. The solution adopted in this case involved placing a survey staff close to the water surface and using its graduations to provide appropriate check point data (Figure 3). The staff graduations were coordinated using the reflectorless Total Station and could be compared with estimates established by photogrammetry using both the normal and convergent image configurations. The accuracies achieved in the object space area in which the survey staff was positioned could be then quantified by analysing these data.

A bridge across the river provided an ideal platform to position a pair of Nikon D80 digital cameras (10 Mega-pixel), both equipped as standard with a variable zoom lens (AF-SDX Zoom-Nikkor 18-70 mm). The cameras were mounted on standard photographic tripods (Figure 5). Tests reported in Chandler et al. (2008) demonstrated that the cameras were synchronised to 1/100 of a second using two cables connected via a single operation relay switch. The same approach was also used in this study. The cameras were pre-calibrated at Loughborough University using a testfield calibration approach with the zoom
lenses fixed to a nominal focal length setting of 24 mm. The determined radial distortion curve of one of the cameras is presented in Figure 4. The camera to object distance was approximately 8 m. An oblique image pair of the river surface was captured using the normal image configuration, whilst a second image pair was derived using a convergent configuration. The convergent angle between the camera axes was approximately 10 degrees and intersected the object plane at the same point. The combined imaging angles added up to approximately 30 degrees for both image pairs captured. The image pairs were processed using the Leica Photogrammetry Suite (LPS, Version 9.1) software. Photogrammetric control was provided by the target points along the river banks and interior orientation parameters were supplied by pre-calibration.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation

Research conducted in Wackrow and Chandler (2008) demonstrated that a mildly convergent image configuration minimises domes arising from an inaccurate lens model, but only vertical imagery had been tested. Similar results were expected using a mildly convergent image configuration in the oblique case but no explicit tests had been undertaken. A remaining question is why the convergent geometry reduces this particular systematic effect, which is best explained by Figure 6. In normal case configuration, the applied radial distortion correction for object point $A$ in the image space is significantly different in the left and right image ($\Delta r_a \neq \Delta r'_a$). If an inaccurate lens model is used, rays of the left and right image intersect above the $x$-$y$ object plane to $A'$. This effect is represented in the normal case for object points $A'$ and $B'$ in Figure 6 and causes the dome effect. However, the applied radial distortion correction for an object point is similar in the convergent configuration for the left and right image ($\Delta r_a = \Delta r'_a$). In this case the rays intersect in the $X$-$Y$ object plane, even if an inaccurate lens model is present. Consequently, the dome effect is minimised. Figure 6 also demonstrates the introduction of a lateral displacement in the $X$-$Y$ object plane. Unlike the dome effect, this systematic lateral displacement can be compensated through re-estimation of the exterior orientation by least squares.
Two sets of exterior orientation describing a normal and convergent image configuration with the imaging angle set to 45 degrees were used in the simulation. The lens model was 20% inaccurate. It was judged that a variety of visualisations of the distortion surfaces, which included discrepancies in $X$, $Y$, $Z$ was necessary to improve understanding. A Matlab routine was developed, which generates not only a surface representation but also computes distortion vectors for each point of the virtual test object. The individual distortion vectors demonstrate the direction of distortion of a surface at each point on the virtual test object. The derived surfaces and distortion vectors (Figures 7 and 8) represent an imaging angle of 45 degrees achieved using the normal configuration, whilst Figures 9 and 10 represent results achieved using the same imaging angle of 45 degrees but a convergent configuration. As expected, the mildly convergent image configuration almost eradicated the dome, even though an oblique convergent image pair was used. Various tests were conducted using a diversity of imaging angles and similar results, such as above, were obtained (Wackrow, 2008). These are not presented here for brevity.
Figure 7. Virtual testfield surface oblique normal case (imaging angle 45 degrees)

Figure 8. Distortion vectors oblique normal case (imaging angle 45 degrees)
Figure 9. Virtual testfield surface oblique convergent case (imaging angle 45 degrees)

Figure 10. Distortion vectors oblique convergent case (imaging angle 45 degrees)
Laboratory testfield

Results of the simulation presented in the previous section demonstrated that an oblique convergent image configuration used for DEM generation minimises systematic errors caused by an inaccurate estimated lens model. To verify these results, a testfield of known geometry was used in a practical test to determine statistical values with sufficient reliability to quantify the optimum accuracy in the object space. An image pair representing the whole of the testfield and describing the normal oblique configuration was captured. The camera to object distance was approximately 2 m and an imaging angle of approximately 45 degrees was used. This image pair was processed in LPS using interior orientation parameters derived in a previous calibration session. However, the lens model was deliberately distorted by 20% for various reasons. Firstly, to be able to establish similar conditions used in the simulation; secondly, to emphasise the systematic effects caused by an inaccurate lens model, and finally to highlight the potential of the oblique convergent image configuration to minimise these systematic effects in derived DEM's.

Figure 11 represents the derived elevation differences (scaled to ± 5 mm) by comparing the "Truth DEM" with the automatically extracted DEM using the oblique normal configuration. A dome of similar shape identified in the simulation is clearly identifiable in the centre of the DEM of difference. Wooden blocks and adjacent areas indicate gross errors caused by shadowing effects. These would distort the accuracy statistics and were excluded prior to deriving mean error and standard deviation of error of the DEM of difference. A mean error of 3 mm and a standard deviation of ±6 mm were determined for the flat part of the testfield.

![Figure 11. Elevation differences oblique normal configuration](image_url)

The procedure described for the normal configuration was similarly repeated using an oblique convergent image. The convergence angle used was approximately 10 degrees, whilst the imaging angle and the interior orientation parameters including the 20% disturbed lens model remained unchanged. LPS uses a hierarchical hybrid based technique to perform digital image matching which is a combination of area based and feature based image matching. Using a
convergent angle of approximately 10 degrees in this study identified no image matching problems but higher convergent angles could cause failures within matching, particularly using an area based image matching technique. Practical users should carefully consider this aspect. The derived DEM of difference (scaled to ±5 mm) representing the oblique convergent configuration is illustrated in Figure 12. The dome identified in Figure 11 has been eradicated. A determined mean error of 0.9 mm and a standard deviation of ±5 mm also indicate that the systematic errors caused by the inaccurate lens model have been significantly reduced using the oblique convergent image configuration. The results determined in the practical test using a laboratory testfield confirm results achieved in the simulation process.

Figure 12. Elevation differences oblique convergent configuration

Measuring the dynamic water surface

The final practical test involved measuring the river surfaces, conducted in true field conditions. An adequate number of check points, not including those used to compute the restitution of the image pair, can provide independent data to assess the accuracy in the object space. These check point data were provided by the major staff graduations of the surveying staff (Figure 3). Residuals for the staff graduations in the X and Z plane, established using the normal image configuration are represented in Figure 13. A systematic pattern which is consistent with the presence of a dome can be clearly identified. This systematic effect is also indicated by a mean error of 2.2 mm, whilst random errors are represented by a standard deviation of ±3.9 mm. Additionally, the lens model used in this case study has proven to be slightly inaccurate in the practical test conducted in Wackrow and Chandler (2008), so that the residual systematic errors identified can be attributed to this. Residuals for the staff graduations in the X and Z plane, determined using the convergent image configuration are represented in Figure 14. Comparison with Figure 13 clearly demonstrates that the systematic effects are reduced using the convergent image configuration, which is also summarised by a mean error of 0.7 mm (2.2 mm normal configuration). The random errors were also reduced, which is identified by the standard deviation of
± 2.1 mm (± 3.9 mm normal configuration). This result is significant as it implies that the mildly convergent image configuration has certainly reduced the residual systematic errors caused by an inaccurate lens model and verifies the findings of the simulation and laboratory test presented previously.

After an appropriate restitution of the oblique convergent stereo pair was established, a DEM representing the water surface could be extracted using the DEM generation capabilities of LPS. However, it was essential to provide a sufficient number of evenly distributed tie points representing the water surface of the river. Biodegradable foam packing chips were identified in Chandler et al (2008) as suitable seeding material and were also used in this practical test. An appropriate number of tie points could be generated using the automatic tie point generation tool of LPS, and a DEM with a resolution of 5 mm was extracted. These data were then transferred into a MATLAB routine to create a visualisation of the water surface (Figure 15). The position of the survey staff is clearly identifiable in this illustration. It is also notable that the physical structure of the dynamic water surface is well presented.

![Figure 13. Distortion vectors of the survey staff graduations (normal configuration)](image-url)
Figure 14. Distortion vectors of the survey staff graduations (convergent configuration)

Figure 15. Loughborough river surface
CONCLUSION

The findings presented in this paper demonstrate that an oblique convergent image configuration reduces systematic errors in DEMs, which are caused by inaccurately estimated lens distortion parameters. This is significant because it perhaps identifies a new approach to increasing the accuracy of optical 3D measurement systems. In the past, the focus has been solely on camera calibration to minimise systematic effects in the object space. However, instead of concentrating solely on camera calibration, a new focus should perhaps be on image configuration. The results and findings presented demonstrate that a convergent image configuration for DEM extraction reduces the need for establishing a highly accurate lens model through conventional camera calibration methods. This also opens up new opportunities for the wider application of consumer grade digital cameras for spatial measurement.
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